Women’s Coalition Meeting
Tuesday, February, 2014
1:30 AM- 3:00 PM
CWC Chamber’s Center, Room 350

NOTES

In attendance:
Andrea Sullivan
Gillian Kaag
Nancy Sasaki
Nashwa Bolling
Pat Greer

Women’s Coalition structure/policy updates
- Pat and Nicole met with the Provost
- He was very positive about the changes in the Women’s Coalition structure
- Provost asked for updates to charter especially some wording around funding for groups
- Some changes were suggested to the structure, in order to clarify the difference between the Women’s Coalition and Women’s Leadership Council

Status of Women/People of Color report updates
• The employee forums went well
• Now in the process of designing the survey

Updates on any new groups
• Undergraduate Women’s Council is revived

All member group updates
• WAND
  - Discussed upcoming Town Hall
  - Provided update about the Women’s Conference

All other related activities, initiatives updates  (IRISE, SAC, SOCA, FOCA, CAPE, GWST)
• IRISE
  - Post-doc position fellows posted
  - Website is up
  - Finalizing the grant process
• CAPE
  - Updated the committee on the BOSS campaign
• FOCA
  - Mentoring program developing
• SOCA
  - Developing panels and professional development